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ABSTRACT 
 

In this paper, an almost pseudo-Ricci symmetric mixed generalized quasi-Einstein space-
time has been revealed where the nature of associated vector fields is observed. 
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1. Introduction 
Let (��, g) be an � dimensional Riemannian manifold with the metric � and let ∇ be the 
Levi-Civita connection of (��, g). According to Cartan an � dimensional Riemannian 
manifold � is called locally symmetric if ∇R =  0, where, � is the Reimannian curvature 
tensor of  (��, g). The class of Riemannian symmetric manifolds is a very natural 
generalization of the class of manifolds of constant curvature. 

During the last five decades, the notion of locally symmetric manifolds has been 
weakened by many authors [10, 11, 12, 13] in several ways to a different extent such as 
recurrent manifolds introduced by Walker [2], pseudo symmetric manifolds by Chaki [3], 
generalized pseudo symmetric manifold by Chaki [5]. The notion of a pseudo-Ricci 
symmetric manifold was introduced by Chaki [4] in 1988. 
 
Definition 1. A Riemannian manifold (��, g) (n > 2) is called pseudo-Ricci symmetric 
if the Ricci tensor � of type (0, 2) of the manifold is not identically zero and satisfies the 
condition  
          (∇�S) (Y, Z)  =  2A(X)S(Y, Z)  +  A(Y)S(X, Z)  +  A(Z)S(Y, X), 
Where ∇ denotes the Levi-Civita connection and � is a non-zero 1-form such that 
g(X, U)  =  A(X) for all vector fields X, U being the vector field corresponding to the 
associated 1-form �. An � dimensional manifold of this kind is denoted by (PRS)�. 
    As an extended class of pseudo-Ricci symmetric manifolds introduced by Chaki, 
recently Chaki and Kawaguchi [6] introduced the notion of almost pseudo-Ricci symmetric 
manifolds. 
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Definition 2. A Riemannian manifold (��, g) is said to be an almost pseudo-Ricci 
symmetric manifold if its Ricci tensor � of type (0,2) is not identically zero and satisfies 
the condition  

(∇�S)(Y, Z)  =  [A(X) + B(X)]S(Y, Z)  +  A(Y)S(X, Z)  +  A(Z)S(Y, X),                      (1.1)                                                              

where ∇ denotes the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to the metric tensor 
� and A, B  are nowhere vanishing 1-forms such that g(X, U)  =  A(X)  and g(X, V)  =
 B(X) for all ! and ", # are called the basic vector fields of the manifold. In such a case, � 
and $ are called the associated 1-forms and an � dimensional manifold of this kind is 
denoted by �(%��)�. 
 
If $ = � then it reduces to a pseudo Ricci symmetric manifold. Thus pseudo Ricci 
symmetric manifold is a particular case of �(%��)�. 
 
In general relativity, the matter content of the space-time is described by the energy-
momentum tensor & which is to be determined from the physical considerations dealing 
with the distribution of matter and energy. 
 
Definition 3. It is well known that a Riemannian manifold or a semi-Riemannian manifold 
(�� , �) (� > 2) is an Einstein manifold (Besse [1], 1987) if its non-zero Ricci tensor � 
of type (0,2) is proportional to the metric tensor, i.e, � is of the form � =  '�, where k is 
a constant, which reduces to � =  (

�
�, ) being the scalar curvature (constant) of the 

manifold. Einstein's manifolds play an important role in Riemannian geometry as well as 
in the general theory of relativity. 
   A quasi-Einstein manifold was introduced by Chaki and Maity [7] as a generalization of 
Einstein manifolds. 
 
Definition 4. A non-flat Riemannian manifold (�� , �) (� > 2) is defined to be a quasi-
Einstein manifold if its Ricci tensor � of type (0,2) is not identically zero and satisfies the 
following condition 

�(!, *)  =  +�(!, *)  +  ,-(!)�(*),                                              (1.2) 

Where for all vector fields !, 

�(!, ")  =  �(!) , �(", ") = 1.    

We shall call � the associated 1-form and the unit vector field " is called the generator of 
the manifold. Such an �-dimensional quasi Einstein manifold is denoted by (QE)�. The 
scalars +, , are known as the associated scalars of the manifold. From the above definition, 
it follows that every Einstein manifold is quasi-Einstein because if , = 0, clear the 
manifold reduces to an Einstein manifold. Quasi-Einstein Lorentzian manifolds are called 
perfect fluid space-times whenever � is time-like. Moreover, it was shown that the 
Robertson-Walker space-time is quasi-Einstein manifolds. 
 In 2001, Chaki [8] introduced the notion of generalized quasi Einstein manifolds. 
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Definition 5. A non-flat Riemannian manifold (�� , �) (� > 2) is called a generalized 
quasi-Einstein manifold if its Ricci tensor � of type (0,2) is not identically zero and 
satisfies the following condition 

        �(!, *) = +�(!, *)  +  ,�(!)�(*)  +  2 $(!)$(*),                   (1.3) 

where +, ,, 2 are certain scalar functions on (�� , �) and β ≠ 0, γ ≠ 0. A, B are two non-
zero 1-forms such that  

        �(!, ") = �(!),  �(!, #) = $(!),  �(", #) = 0, �(", ") = 1, �(#, #) = 1 

U and V are two united vector fields which are orthogonal to each other. 
 
� -�3 $ are said to be associated 1-forms and scalars α, β, γ are called associated scalars. 
The vector fields U and V are called the generators of the manifold. Such an n-dimensional 
manifold is denoted by 4(56)�.  Clearly, for γ = 0, the manifold reduces to a quasi-
Einstein manifold and for β = γ = 0, the manifold reduces to an Einstein manifold. 
Generalized quasi-Einstein manifolds portray a generalization of Einstein manifolds and 
an extension of quasi-Einstein manifolds. 
 In 2007, Bhattacharya and De [9] introduced the notion of a mixed generalized 
quasi-Einstein manifold. 
 
Definition 6. A non-flat Riemannian manifold is a mixed generalized quasi-Einstein 
manifold if its Ricci tensor S of type (0,2) is not identically zero and satisfies the following 
condition 

     �(!, *) = +�(!, *) + ,�(!)�(*) + 2$(!)$(*) + 7[�(!)$(*)   + �(!)$(*)],                                                     
(1.4) 

where α, β, γ and δ are non-zero scalars and �, $ are two non-zero 1-forms such that 
        �(!, ") = �(!), �(!, #) = $(!) and �(", #) = 0, where ", # are unit vector 
fields. The scalar functions α, β, γ, and δ are called associated scalars � -�3 $ are called 
associated 1-forms. ", # are called the generators of the manifold. Such n-dimension 
manifold is denoted by �4(56)�. If 7 = 0, the manifold reduces to a generalized quasi-
Einstein manifold. 
 In cosmology and general relativity, mixed general quasi-Einstein manifolds have 
a significant role. After studying these papers, I am inspired to study almost pseudo-Ricci 
symmetry mixed with generalized quasi-Einstein space-time. 
         If we set ! = * = 89  in the Ricci tensor of a �4(56)� and take the summation over 
:, 1 ≤ : ≤ �, we obtain 

         ) = �+ + , + 2,                                                                         (1.5) 
where ) is the scalar curvature of the manifold is expressed as a linear combination of the 
associated scalar functions +, , and 2. Aside from the fact that the scalar curvature of a 
manifold generalises its sectional curvature, in manifolds like MG(QE)�, it is expressed in 
terms of its associated scalar functions, it is a good relationship between scalar curvature 
and associated scalars that motivated the investigation of  MG(QE)� admitting some 
curvature tensor. 
 A Lorentzian four-dimensional manifold is said to be a mixed generalized quasi-
Einstein space-time with the generator " as the unit timelike vector field if its nonzero 
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Ricci tensor of type (0,2) satisfies the equation (1.4). Here, � and $ are non-zero 1-forms 
such that # is the heat flux vector field perpendicular to the velocity vector field ". 
Therefore, for any vector field !, we have  

    �(!, ") = �(!), �(!, #) = $(!), �(", ") =  �(") = −1, �(#, #) = $(#) = 1,
�(", #)  =  0.   
 
2. Almost pseudo-Ricci symmetric mixed generalized Quasi-Einstein space-time 
Here in this section, we consider an almost pseudo-Ricci symmetric mixed generalized 
quasi-Einstein space-time. 
From (1.4), we have  

  S(X, Y)  =  αg(X, Y)  +  βA(X)A(Y)  +  γB(X)B(Y)  +  δ[A(X)B(Y)  +  A(Y)B(X)]. 
From the above equation, we gain  
           (DE�)(!, *) =  3+(F)�(!, *) +  3,(F)�(!)�(*) + ,[(�)(!)�(*) +
                                         �(!)(DE�)(*)] + 32(F)$(!)$(*) + 2[(DE$)(!)$(*) +
                                         $(!)(DE$)(*)] + 37(F)[�(!)$(*) + �(*)$(!)] +
                                         7[(DE�)(!)$(*) + �(!)(DE$)(*) + (DE�)(*)$(!) +
                                         �(*)(DE$)(!)]                                                                              (2.1) 
Since this spacetime is almost pseudo Ricci symmetric therefore from equation (1.1), we 
get 

(DE�)(!, *) = [�(F) + $(F)]�(!, *) + �(!)�(*, F) + �(*)�(!, F).               (2.2) 
 
The space-time is mixed generalized quasi-Einstein. Therefore, from equation (1.4) we 
obtain, 
      (:)  �(!, *) = +�(!, *) + ,�(!)�(*) + 2$(!)$(*) + 7[�(!)$(*) + �(*)$(!). 
      (::) �(*, F) = +�(*, F) + ,�(*)�(F) + 2$(!)$(*) + 7[�(*)$(F) + �(F)$(*)]. 
      (:::) �(!, F) = +�(!, F) + ,�(!)�(F) + 2$(!)$(F) + 7[�(!)$(F) + �(F)$(!). 
There by using  (:), (::), (:::) in equation (2.3), we get 
       (DE�)(!, *) = [�(F) + $(F)][+�(!, *) + ,�(!)�(*, F) +  2�(*)�(!, F) +
                                   7[�(!)$(*) + �(*)$(!)] + �(!)[+�(*, F) + ,�(*)�(F) +
                                   2$(!)$(*) + 7[�(*)$(F) +  �(F)$(*)] + �(*)[+�(!, F) +
                                   ,�(!)�(F) + 2$(!)$(F) + 7[�(!)$(F) +   �(F)$(!)].              (2.3)
  
Putting (2.3) in (2.1), we obtain  
[�(F) + $(F)][+�(!, *) + ,�(!)�(*) + 2$(!)$(*) + 7H�(!)$(*) + �(*)$(!)I] +
�(!)[+�(*, F) + ,�(*)�(F) + 2$(*)$(F) + 7H�(*)$(F) + �(F)$(*)I] +
�(*)[+�(!, F) + ,�(!)�(F) + 2$(!)$(F) + 7H�(!)$(F) + �(F)$(!)I] =
3+(F)�(!, *) + 3,(F)�(!)�(*) + ,[(DE�)(!)�(*) + �(!)(DE�)(*)] +
32(F)$(!)$(*) + 2[(DE$)(!)�(*) + $(!)(DE$)(*)] + 37(F)[�(!)$(*) +
�(*)$(!)] + 7[(DE�)(!)$(*) + �(!)(DE$)(*) + (DE�)(*)$(!) + �(*)(DE$)(!)]                                                          

   (2.4) 
Contracting the equation (2.4) over ! and *, we get                                       
[�(F) + $(F)](4+ − , + 2) + [+�(F) − ,�(F) − 7$(F)] + [+�(F) − ,�(F) −
7$(F)] = 43+(F) − 3,(F) + 32(F) 

 ⇒ (6+ − 3, + 2)�(F) + (4+ − , + 2 − 27)$(F) = 3(4+ − , + 2)(F)         (2.5) 
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If we take 4+ − , + 2 = LM�NO-�O = L(say),        (2.6) 
Then 3(4+ − , + 2) = 0.        (2.7) 

Then by using (2.6) and (2.7) in (2.5), we get 
(L + 2+ − 2,)�(F) + (L − 27)$(F) = 0, 

      i.e. �(F) = −
(PQRS)

(PTRUQRV)
$(F). 

Therefore, we can conclude the following theorem: 
 
Theorem 2.1. On almost pseudo Ricci symmetric mixed generalized quasi Einstein space-
time the associated 1-forms � and $ are related in the way such that 

 �(F) = −
(PQRS)

(PTRUQRV)
$(F) if we consider 4+ − , + 2 = LM�NO-�O. 

 
From the above theorem we have                                                                     

�(F) = −
(PQRS)

(PTRUQRV)
$(F),  

i.e. �(F, ") = −
(PQRS)

(PTRUQRV)
�(F, #). 

Therefore, we can assert the following corollary: 
 
Corollary 2.2. On almost pseudo Ricci symmetric mixed generalized quasi Einstein space-
time the generators " and # are in opposite directions. 
 
Replacing ! = * = " in (2.4), we obtain 

[�(F) + $(F)](−+ + ,) − [+�(F) − ,�(F) − 7$(F)] − [+�(F) − ,�(F) − 7$(F)]
= −3+(F) + 3,(F) − 27(∇W$)("), 

i.e. (−3+ + 3,)�(F) + (−+ + 27)$(F) = −3+(F) + 3,(F) − 27(∇W$)(").        (2.8)  
 
Replacing ! = * = # in (2.4), we obtain 

[�(F) + $(F)](+ + 2) = 3+(F) + 32(F) + 27(∇W$)(").             (2.9) 

As two generators " and # are mutually perpendicular, �(", #) = 0. Therefore,  
FX�(", #)Y = �(∇E", #) + �(", ∇E#) = 0.  
 
Then it becomes  

(∇E$)(") = −(∇E�)(#).    (2.10) 
Subtracting (2.8) from (2.9) and using (2.10), we have  
(4+ − 3, + 2)�(F) + (2+ − , + 2 − 27)$(F) = 3(2+ − , + 2)(F).  (2.11) 

If we take 2+ − , + 2 = LM�NO-�O = Z(say),                   (2.12) 
Then 3(2+ − , + 2) = 0.       (2.13) 

 
Then by using (2.12) and (2.13) in (2.11), we get 

(Z + 2+ − 2,)�(F) + (Z − 27)$(F) = 0, 
      i.e. �(F) = −

([QRS)
([TRUQRV)

$(F), 

     i.e. �(F, ") = − ([QRS)
([TRUQRV)

�(F, #). 
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Therefore, we can conclude the following theorem: 
 
Theorem 2.3. On an almost pseudo-Ricci symmetric mixed generalized quasi Einstein 
manifold if the vector fields are the associated vector fields then the generators " and # 
are in opposite directions. 
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